Quantum Navigation Orientation
Engaging the Inner Quantum Navigator for
Personal and Universal Transformation
☼ A Two Day Orientation Workshop with Ronald Holt ☼
Zoom - July 9th & 10th, 2022

Zoom Workshop Phoenix, Arizona 10am – 4pm
This two day orientation workshop is a preview into the synthesis
of Ron's 30+ years of research and his devel opment of methods to
experience, interact with, and navigate
within quantum
consciousness in ways that assist persona
l and spiritual
transformation at deep fundamental
levels. These deep
fundamental levels facilitate transformations at the personal,
galactic, universal and quantum levels of consciousness.
Summary: Within us lies a vast and layered landscape that is built
from our experiences, challenges, and belief systems that we have
carefully constructed as physical beings. The landscape contains many objects that protect the dream of physicality so that w e
do not awaken. This landscape is like a map that we can use to lead us back "home" within ourselves - almost like a video game
complete with archetypal characters, dragon slayings, death and rebirth, and ultimate victory over illusion. But very few of us
actually go inward to engage this landscape, learn about it, and use it t o heal ourselves and affect the physical reality - mostly
because we don't know this inner map exists or how to work with it. Once we know how to navigate the map, we can follow
it into the quantum, into the heart, and back Home again. The workshop will co
nsist of some lecture s and time spent in
meditation and experiential work. With Ron's guidance, participants will begin to learn the contours of their inner landscape
and what their unique inner map looks like so they can go wit hin - to slay their own dragons, heal their hearts, release what no
longer serves, awaken from the dream, receive the deep universal love, and pave a solid path back Home again.
What is Our Inner Quantum Navigator?
Our Inner Quantum Navigator is the all -seeing, integrated aspect of ourselves that knows how to navigate the inner landscape
of our consciousness to bring about profound transformation. The Quantum Navigator is the most effective assistant to reinterpret, heal, and integrate our repeating iss ues. The Quantum Navigator inspires profound insights, which allows peaceful
understanding and compassion to arise within us as we face the darkest and deepest
wounds within ourselves. Accessing our Quantum Navigator is like having the
most effective guide and friend in a unfamiliar enviroment. Our inner Quantum
Navigator inspires holistic solutions and revolutionary understandings as we face
our repeating challenges and deepest wounds.
Entering and navigating our own emotional and psychol ogical terrain with the
Quantum Navigator at our side, familiarizes us with this
critically important
landscape and revolutionizes our integration process . Like a patient big-hearted
wise mother, the Quantum Navigator’s powerful embrace brings about holistic
transformation that moves us from a disintegrated state into our natural, sacred
state of beingness.
What is Quantum Consciousness?
The q uantum consciousness energy is a supreme state of integration that
is the greatest detangler of emotional and
psychological knots. It is the source of our energetic rejuvenation and healing. Thus, our Quantum Navigator assist us greatly
by guiding and educating us through the most d ifficult landscape there is – our own emotional and psychological belief systems
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that seem to impede our growth while contracting us into repeating dramas that continually cycle us through painful and
fearful states – like being in a blender without any way to stop, get out, or surrender. The Quantum Navigator leads us to our
natural state of quantum consciousness from which all blockages and challenges can be integrated and healed.
The Workshop
This two-day workshop will consist of
a series of informational lectures, followed
by
experiential exercises and guided/channeled meditations. We will cover the basics needed to
begin to connect and work with the inner Quantum Navigator. Then, upon establishing this
connection with the Quantum Navigator,we can begin to work with our own inner landscape
and the challenges that leave us in fearful, painful or contracted states.You will receive simple
tools to begin doing this inner work on your own.
In thi s orientation workshop, students will experience innovative lectures,
experiential exercises and guided meditations on:







The Quantum Level of Consciousness
The Quantum Navigator- how to access andcommunicate with it
Paradox and Dualityand their role in our consciousness
Universal & SeparationConsciousness
The Heart’s version of Expansion & Contracted Consciousness
Integrating and transforming painful, fearful or limiting traumas and belief systems

Ronald Holt holds a gentle and
sincere space in his trainings. His passion is
consciousness - which he interfaces primarily through sacred geometry, Yoga principles,
Daoist philosophies, martial art practices, meditation, and working with Earth energies.
He has worked as an archaeologist in Hawaii and Guam, and has a depth of experience of
sacred power spots all over the world including Japan, Egypt, the American Southwest,
Australia, the UK, Italy, Bali, Hawaii, Peru, and Mexico. He was the executive director of
the Flower of Life Resea rch organization from 1997-2013 and became an internationally
respected teacher in that capacity. Having known wife Lyssa Royal Holt for twenty years,
he has also held the vibration of her work and the information which has come through her
cosmic connections. Through the dedication of the major part of his life in this way, his
authority in these matters is tangible. He engages from a place of authenticity and
integrity and employs his energy and wisdom
to share with and support those who areinterested.
For Registration - Click on the link: https://www.solischool.org/registrationform-qnorientation-july2022.html
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